(SAMPLE)Before you Go
Following are a few tips and suggestions of things to look up, read or do before your
Italian vacation

Transportation:
● Train Travel: https://www.italybeyondtheobvious.com/italy-train-travel-tips
● Check and see if there are any Train strikes scheduled for the days you will be
traveling by train: http://www.cgsse.it/web/guest/elenco-scioperi
● Another article on strikes in Italy:
http://italyexplained.com/how-to-deal-with-italian-train-strikes/

● Download Maps.me app for Apple and Anderiod users or HERE maps for Nokia
users
Money:
● Sign up for a zero foreign transaction fee credit card (if you don’t already have
one)
● Look into your Bank’s fees for withdrawing money overseas (the bank we had
during our 裲⤲rst trip to Italy only charged a �⣼at $5 fee every time we withdrew
money, so it was more cost-eផ쎖ective for us to withdraw several hundred euros
at a time to minimize the withdrawal fees. Our current bank, Chase, charges a
percentage for every withdrawal, so using our credit card became the more cost
eផ쎖ective option)
● ATM’s/Bancomat:
https://www.ricksteves.com/travel-tips/money/cash-machine-atm-tips

Phones:

● Figure out whether you will purchase a cell phone plan, purchase a SIM card, or
turn oផ쎖 your data completely and pay the per minute fee, should you need to
make a call (recommended):
https://www.ricksteves.com/travel-tips/phones-tech
● Turn oផ쎖 data prior to landing on foreign soil! Unless you bought a data plan it
would be a very costly mistake to leave your data on:
http://readwrite.com/2014/06/17/5-secrets-avoiding-hefty-international-data-roa
ming-charges-fees
● Read up on using Facetime on wi裲⤲ to call your loved ones (and let them see a bit
of Italy on your phone):
http://www.ilounge.com/index.php/articles/comments/using-facetime-while-abr
oad

Misc:
● Figure out travel insurance, if any (I have found that AAA oផ쎖ers fabulous
coverage and rates through the company Allianz)
● Learn a few helpful italian phrases:
http://www.fodors.com/language/italian/basic-phrases/
● Pack light...you’ll thank me later
https://www.ricksteves.com/travel-tips/packing-light
● Tips for beating Jet Lag:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewbender/2014/04/08/beating-jet-lag-8-waysyoure-doing-it-wrong-and-how-to-do-it-right/
● Download Rick Steves Europe app, hit the “Add Tracks” button and download
○ Florence - Accademia
○ Florence - The Renaissance Walk
○ Florence - U驄괩zi
○ Rome - The Colosseum
○ Rome - The Roman Forum

○ Rome - The Pantheon
○ Rome - Trastevere
○ Venice - The Grand Canal Cruise

● Download Ulmon app for an o凫ine tourist map of major cities like Rome or
Paris. If you just want to wander around the city, this app will show you where
you are as well as give you a bit of information about every site you pass along
the way (random churches, or monuments, etc.)
● Food and Tipping
https://www.italybeyondtheobvious.com/tipping-in-italy

1 Month out checklist
❏ Book tickets for: Colosseum/Forum, Puccini tickets in Lucca (instructions for
booking at the bottom of the page), Accademia, Doge in Venice (if visiting)
❏ Decide on your Travel Insurance (if you are getting any)
❏ Have your local cell service provider “unlock” your cell phones for foreign travel if
they are not unlocked already (this will allow your phones to use the European
networks)

2 weeks out checklist
❏ Notify your Bank/Credit card companies that you will be traveling overseas
❏ Print out your .pdf, or download onto your phone
❏ Print out all of the phone numbers/addresses for each place you are staying
❏ Print out all tour vouchers (and download onto your phone)
❏ Make photocopies of all important documents in case they are stolen

Accommodations Overview

Rome
June 10  13

B&B Rione Monti
Via della Madonna dei Monti ,59
Roma, Lazio 00184, Italy
Phone: +39 334 843 8846
Email: marisa97hoxr8y2u923uok@host.airbnb.com

Florence
June 13  15

Arnolfo B&B Florence "Biancone"
Piazza Mentana, 5 secondo piano
Firenze, Toscana 50122, Italy
Phone: +39 338 569 4186
Email: giovannazzv4kv8too6bc7q7@host.airbnb.com

Cinque Terre
June 15  17

Ciao Bella B&B Riomaggiore
Via della Valletta, 56
Riomaggiore, Ligura 19017, Italy
Phone: +39 366 688 6604
Email: stefanogmto7fs7cti71li8@host.airbnb.com

Venice
June 17  19

Shepard From Venice Italy
Dorsoduro, 531
Venice, Veneto 30123 Italy
Phone: +39 333 487 2235
Email: shepardz4p6pp1ywzgk3evm@host.airbnb.com

Rome Airport
June 19  20

Hilton Garden Inn Rome Airport
Via Vittorio Bragadin, Fiumicino, 00054, Italy
Phone: +39066525 9000

April 28th:
Train to Lucca leaves at 7:20. Be there by 7am.
From the Piazza Venezia bus stop catch bus 40, 64, 60 or H (any bus that
lists “Termini” on the sign) to Termini station. The bus ride itself should take
around 20 minutes
Arrive in Lucca at 10:30am
Walk to the apartment and check in or drop off bags. Address:
Via Anfiteatro, 28, Lucca, Toscana 55100, Italy
Ph. +39 329 360 6096

NOTE: Eat a big lunch today (restaurant suggestion below) because
you won’t eat dinner until after the Puccini performance, sometime
around 9pm. Please plan accordingly

Lucca Overview

Begin at The Roman Amphitheater, a Step Back in Time
From Fillungo, you get almost everywhere in the town center: if weather is good, a nice
walk will lead you to the discovery of Lucca's most charming spots and places you can’t
absolutely miss, including Piazza dell’Anfiteatro or the Amphitheatre Square, a true
jewel from Roman times. As you stand inside the oval square, you can clearly see the
buildings were built around the original elliptical structure typical of Roman
amphitheatres long ago. While the amphitheater no longer exists, the square has
maintained its particular shape and takes us back in time to when the Roman colony sat
here. Many local restaurants and shops look onto the square where, especially during
Summer, events and concerts usually take place.

From here I would recommend eating a large lunch at:
Allosteria, Address Via Sant'Andrea, 8, Lucca
Open from 12:00pm until 2:30pm

Optional dish to order (if on the menu): The classic Lucchese dish is Tortelli
Lucchese – homemade egg pasta stuffed with seasonal meat and served with a rich
tomato and beef ragu.

And there’s a bit of trivia around the look of this divine pasta dish. In Italy, they say that
you can determine the historical affluence of a region by their signature pasta dish. The
reason being that poorer communities would make pasta with flour, water and some oil,
the notsopoor would add a few eggs and then the wealthy would make their pasta with
many eggs – creating pasta of a brilliant yellow colour.

Now while Tuscan pasta was apparently almost never made with eggs (rendering the
region closer in spirit to the country’s southern regions), Lucca historically had a banking
and quite robust silk trade and therefore money. The Lucchese maintain this explains
why food here is better here than anywhere in Tuscany!

More information at: http://www.eatingitalyfoodtours.com/blog/eatingintuscanyfoods/

From here head towards the Guinigi Tower (just down the street)
Options: The ticket price for the Guinigi tower and Clock tower is 6.50 euros. The ticket
is valid for 2 days. If you wish to visit the Orto Botanical Gardens as well (open 10am til
5pm) the combination ticket for the gardens, clock tower and Guinigi tower is 9 euros for
the three sites. If you do not wish to see the gardens at all (just the two towers) then
purchase just that combo ticket here (the 6.50 euro ticket).

Guinigi Tower
Built of red brick and topped by several ancient Holm oaks, the 125 foot high Guinigi
tower house is one of the few remaining tower houses in Lucca. It was built in or around
1384 by wealthy silk merchants, and, although no one know exactly how old the rooftop
garden is, it dates back to at least 1600 when it appears in a contemporary drawing of
the city.

Once bristling with as many as 250 defensive tower houses, today, only about 9 remain
in the ancient walled city . The towers were built during the mercenaryfilled postplague
years in Italy, when Tuscany was repeatedly turned upsidedown by disease, raids, and
outbursts of politically charged violence. The 14th century in Italy was, as they say,
Interesting Times. It made sense to have a personal defensive tower.

The center of Lucca dates back to Roman times, but it found its stride during the middle
ages as a crossroads of trade and a center of the silk trade. Independent since 1119, in
1314 Lucca was raided and fell under the power of a local born condottirere, or
mercenary, Castruccio Castracani. Ambitious and ruthless, Castracani set his sights on
conquering more land including nearby Florence, and spent the remainder of his rule
making war on the neighbors (his life story was documented in detail by Machiavelli).
Following his death, rule of the town fell to the Guinigi family. As in nearby Pisa, Sienna,
and Florence, the wealthy landowners began building a tower onto their palace home,
both as an overt manifestation of their wealth and power, but also as a defensive
position and lookout when things got rough. Throughout Tuscany, the shape of
crenellations on the top story often indicated the loyalty of the owner. The tower building
mania became enough of an issue that many Tuscan towns established building limits
on height and style of the towers. In battles, destruction of the towers  often specifically
targeted properties of certain families  was common, and a blow to the pride of the
victimized town thereafter.
Napoleon raided Tuscany in 1805, annexed it to France, and gave Lucca to his sister
Elisa in 1809. She held on to her title of Grand Duchess of Tuscany until 1 February
1814. She can be credited with the beautifully maintained outer walls and the trees
planted along them. Restored and reopened in the 1980s, today the tower's rooftop
garden is accessible via a climb of 230 stairs (a modern addition  the original stairs
were on the outside). From the rooftop you can see the outlines of the three concentric
city walls, the Roman center of town, and the few remaining other towers. Across town,
the Torre della Ore (clock tower) is also open for climbing.Information found at:
http://www.atlasobscura.com/places/torreguinigiguinigitower

Next head towards the Botanical Gardens (if visiting)
● Note: If you wish to skip the botanical gardens, I would recommend continuing
on with the tour of town as I have mapped it out and then filling the extra time in
the day with a bike ride along the aqueduct just outside of town (before or after
riding along the wall). Maps for both options are below.

From the gardens, walk 5 mins to the Church of San Martino

The City of a Hundred and One Churches
As you cross the walls into the city, you enter the heart of the town and what is
commonly referred to as the city of one hundred churches for the large number of
religious buildings which represent marvellous examples of architectural Italian styles.
Since you’ll hardly be able to visit them all in just one day, I suggest you focus on the

cathedral, what is commonly referred to as “Il Duomo” in every town and on St.
Michael's Church. To get to the cathedral of St. Michael, located in the square of the
same name, just pass through the wall closest to the train station. The Duomo is home
to some of the most beautiful art masterpieces, such as Ilaria del Carretto’s Tomb by
Jacopo della Quercia and the Volto Santo (a wooden crucifix of the Holy Face, ancient
symbol of the city), from San Frediano Basilica (where the procession of the Holy
Cross Celebrations departs). St. Michael's Church, located in the square of the same
name in the heart of the historic center, is set along the most famous street of Lucca,
called Il Fillungo, where you’ll find all the most important and prestigious stores and
shops in the city (a must if you're in the mood for shopping!).

Cattedrale de San Marino
I know, I know, another Italian church in another Italian city, but seeing as you’re already
here, this (free entry) church is both old (11th century) and has a stunning fascia, but the
main highlights lies inside.
The Volto Santo (meaning Holy Countenance) is a lifesize wooden carving of Jesus on
the cross and it was once thought this piece was crafted by Nicodemus, a witness to the
crucifixion. Modern science has dated the piece centuries later, but staring into the dark
of the wood carving, I could see why so many thought it came from visions of an earlier
time. Sorry, I have no image of the carving as photographs are not permitted.

Then Walk straight ahead to the Piazza Napoleone (3 minute walk)
Napoleon, Palazzo Mansi and Buccellato
A short break in Piazza Napoleone  commonly known as Piazza Grande  before
leaving the center could be a nice idea. It has always been a point of reference for

Lucca's inhabitants, its name comes from the modernization works that Elisa Bonaparte
ordered to pay homage to her brother Napoleon.
If you are fond of museums, I strongly suggest you visit the National Art Gallery
situated in the seventeenthcentury Palazzo Mansi, where you’ll find renowned Italian
artists works, especially from the Renaissance period.
More info at: http://thattravelingcouple.com/italy/lucca and
http://www.discovertuscany.com/lucca/onedayinlucca.html

Head to the Church of San Michele in Foro (a 2 min walk north)
While San Marino Cathedral may be the first sight you stumble on after a complete
circuit of the walls (or if you’re coming straight from the station), the Church of San
Michele seemed to me to be the much more stunning vision. Tiered, grand and
showingoff in every way, this church was apparently designed to look good from every
angle.
The interior is disappointing by comparison but free and cooler than the outside air so
therefore worth a stop.
If you get tired or hungry after walking along the streets of Lucca, a short stop at one of
the many shops that make and sell the famous buccellato (a semisweet bread with
raisins) would be the perfect occasion to rest and taste one of the most typical products
of Lucca.
● There’s a famous bakery right behind the church in the main square called
Pasticceria Taddeucci. They sell, among other things, the local Tuscan cake
called Buccelato. There is a special version of this made just in Lucca called…
surprisingly, Buccelato di Lucca, which is apparently amazing. I say apparently
because we actually passed this up for some of the other amazing sweet pastries
on offer – ohhh boy. None of them are named, but we got a little tart of stacked,

really thin slices of pastry, with custard in between and chocolate and icing sugar
on top. Another was a cookie, half covered with chocolate, and with a lump inside
it filled with this real orange paste stuff: also amazing. Anything you get from
there will be good. Just do it. Apparently Prince Charles tried the Buccelato there
during a trip to Lucca once. If you weren’t sold before, THAT should do the trick!
More information at:
http://indianajo.com/2013/07/onedayinluccawhattoseeanddo.html

At this point you should enjoy an afternoon stroll or bike ride on the
medieval walls, stopping along the way to relax and enjoy (and maybe grab
some afternoon gelato).
Bike rental address: Via San Nicolao, 66 Lucca, LU 55100

The 16th Century Walls
A great way to start exploring Lucca is to start with a walk along the old city walls,
Lucca's most distinctive element known worldwide since they are the only ones to be
completely accessible on foot or by car (even if cars are now forbidden). This means
over 4 kilometers of panoramic walkway overlooking the city of Lucca and those
secret corners that you won’t be able to discover by walking through the tiny streets of
the old city center. Hidden beneath the leafy shade of secular trees, children's
playgrounds and recreation areas equipped with tables perfect for a picnic appear here
and there. Secret passages, hideaways and ramparts hold the historical memory of a
city that has much to tell, and hide wonderful slices of heaven such as the Orto
Botanical Garden, a public garden home to the the rich variety of plant life of the

Lucca Botanical Park, as well as a library, herbaria, laboratorymuseums and much
more.

OPTIONAL: Ride along the Lucca Aqueduct, Address: Via Tempietto 388

Directions: Go to the train station. Travel under the underpass to the other side of the
tracks, turn left and then take the first street to the right and you should find it. It would
be wise to stop at the train station and ask for exact directions first.
The aqueduct was designed by Lorenzo Nottolini and work began in 1823 and was
completed in 1851 – so no, it was not of Roman origin.

Go home and freshen up for the evening festivities
Walk towards the clock tower on the Torre delle Ore, and get another view of the city in
the evening (closes at 6:30pm so make sure to get there plenty early). Then on to the
Chiesa di San Giovanni.

Spend the evening listening to live performances of Arias and duets from
the major works by Giacomo Puccini and Giuseppe Verdi
When: 7pm
Where: Chiesa di San Giovanni, Via del Duomo, LUCCA
Info: Prebook online for 10% discount on tickets (http://www.puccinielasualucca.com/)
Dress in semiformal evening wear (doesn’t have to be too fancy, just don’t show up in
flipflops and shorts).

